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DISCLAIMER
These presentation slides (the “Slides”) do not comprise an admission document,
listing particulars or a prospectus relating to AfriTin Mining Limited (“the Company”)
or any subsidiary of the Company, do not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase
or subscribe for any securities of the Company and should not be relied on in
connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such securities. The
Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation do not constitute a
recommendation regarding any decision to sell or purchase securities in the
Company. The Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation are confidential,
and the Slides are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be
reproduced or distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for
any purpose. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the
information contained in the Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation or
the completeness or accuracy of such information. No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company or its respective
shareholders, directors, officers or employees or any other person as to the accuracy
or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the Slides and the
accompanying verbal presentation, and no liability is accepted for any such
information or opinions (including in the case of negligence but excluding any
liability for fraud). The Slides contain forward-looking statements, which relate, inter
alia, to the Company’s proposed strategy, plans and objectives. Such forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important
factors beyond the control of the Company that could cause the actual performance
or achievements of the Company to be materially different from such forwardlooking statements. Accordingly, you should not rely on any forward-looking
statements and the Company accepts no obligation to disseminate any updates or
revisions to such forward-looking statements. The Slides and their contents are
directed only at persons who fall within the exemptions contained in Articles 19 and
49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
(such as persons who are authorised or exempt persons within the meaning of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and certain other persons having
professional experience relating to investments, high net worth companies,
unincorporated associations or partnerships, the trustees of high value trusts) and
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persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made. Any investment,
investment activity or controlled activity to which the Slides relates is available only
to such persons and will be engaged in only with such persons. Persons of any other
description, including those that do not have professional experience in matters
relating to investments, should not rely or act upon the Slides. The Slides should not
be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part
by recipients to any other person and, in particular, should not be distributed to
persons with an address in the United States of America, Australia, the Republic of
South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, Japan or Canada or in any other country outside
the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or
regulatory requirement. No securities commission or similar authority in Canada has
in any way passed on the merits of the securities represented hereunder and any
representation to the contrary is an offence. No document in relation to the placing
of the Company shares has been, or will be, lodged with, or registered by, The
Australian Securities and Investments Commission, and no registration statement
has been, or will be, filed with the Japanese Ministry of Finance in relation to the
placing or the Company’s shares. Accordingly, subject to certain exceptions, the
Shares may not, directly or indirectly, be offered or sold within Canada, Australia,
Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland or offered or sold to a resident of
Canada, Australia, Japan, South Africa or the Republic of Ireland. The Securities have
not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “US Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority of any
state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered or sold within
the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US Person as that term is
defined in Regulation S under the US Securities Act. The Company has not been
registered and will not register under the United States Investment Company Act of
1940, as amended. The Slides and their contents are confidential and should not
unless otherwise agreed in writing by AfriTin Mining Limited be copied, distributed,
published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by recipients to any other
person.
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ABOUT US

afritinmining.com

Scalability
Target deposits with scalable potential

Diversification
Diversify revenue streams with multiple metals
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OUR STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

Tech Metals
Target emerging technology metals

Low-Cost Curve
Production costs in the lower quartile of global
cost curve

Early Production
Aim to achieve early production of our mineral
assets
4
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OUR STRATEGIC PILLARS

Unlock
Exploration

ESG
Commitments

Operational
Excellence

Project
Development

Expand resources on
existing tenements and on
potential regional
xxx
development targets in
Africa

Become leaders within our
peer group driving ESG
innovation and disclosure in
accordance with the
highest international
standards

Optimise processing
infrastructure at Uis,
driving higher production
xxx
and lower costs
in a safe
and productive
environment

Expand our sites and
prospects, leveraging the
expertise of our in-house
projects team for quick
time to completion
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EPL 5445

1
Mine in Production

ML 134
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AFRITIN’S NAMIBIAN ACTIVITIES

3
Near-mine Development
Projects
ML 129

4
Tech Metals
for targeted production
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HIGHLIGHTS
Activities on selected Namibian assets

Uis
Mining Licence 134
Commodities:Tin (Sn), Lithium (Li) and Tantalum (Ta)
• Current Phase 1 expansion
• Li and Ta by-product test facility
• Ore sorting test facility
• Phase 2 feasibility studies
• Exploration drilling campaign in progress - expand existing JORC (2012) tin mineral resource

B1C1
Mining Licence 129

Brandberg West
Exploration Licence 5445

Commodities: Tantalum (Ta), Lithium (Li) and
Tin (Sn)

Commodities:Tungsten (W), Tin (Sn), Copper
(Cu) and Gold (Au)

• Exploration programme to confirm historical
Sn and Ta resource
• Investigate recent spodumene (lithium)
discovery

• Exploration programme to confirm the
historical Sn and W drilling database
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Future Growth
NPV $?
Uis Phase 2
2022 - 2025

Brandberg West
& B1C1
2022 - 2024
NPV $?
Uis Phase 1 Completion
2023

Uis Current Operation

Fully operational conflict-free
tin mine achieved nameplate capacity in
2020
Profitable pilot processing facility.

NPV $526million
Completion leverages existing
bulk infrastructure
Exploration drilling to increase
resource confidence and size
across 16 historically mined
pegmatite bodies
Fully funded

Brandberg West
• Exploration programme
underway to confirm the
historical drilling database

NPV $TBR
Phase 2 feasibility studies for
larger-scale 10 Mtpa ROM
operation underway

Enlarge footprint in Namibia by
expanding existing operations and
adding mining locations
• Namibia
• Other investor friendly African
mining jurisdictions
Development of revenue streams for
multiple strategic technology metals
concentrates
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OUR STRATEGIC ROADMAP

Huge upside exploration potential
- 180 other mineralised
pegmatites 5km from processing
facility

B1/C1
• Exploration programmes
in progress to confirm
• Investigation of recent
spodumene (lithium)
discovery
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STRATEGIC
WORKSTREAMS
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OVERVIEW

The Uis Tin Mine, previously the largest hard-rock tin mine in the world is AfriTin’s flagship asset. Our
world-class team successfully demonstrated their expertise, advancing the project from exploration to
commissioning in 3 years.

Ownership:
85% ATM
15% SMU

150 Employees
+97% Namibian
Nationals
+43% from local
Uis/Daures regions

Diversity
60% Managers
are women

PDI in Leadership
80%

Fatalities or Serious
Environmental Incidents
0

Grid power
+70% renewable
energy generation

Established
groundwater supply
Desalination plant
optionality

Well-maintained
transport routes
linking projects to
export hubs

Newly upgraded
international
shipping terminal
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UIS TIN MINE

KEY
FACTS

Mining method:
Open Pit/Contractor
Mining
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K-Cluster

Material Mined to
Date

P-Cluster

V1V2 Orebody
(Current Resource)

Proximal pegmatite clusters
modelled with historical drill
hole information.
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UIS RESERVES AND RESOURCES

Confirmatory drill programme
design in progress.

V-Cluster (excl. V1V2)

Resource drilling commenced

Current P & P Reserve
15.61Mt (Sn only)

Current M, I &I Resource:
71.54Mt (Sn, Li, Ta)

Target Resource:
200Mt
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01

Fully funded via lending facility with Standard Bank
Namibia Ltd

02

Modular expansion

03

Leveraging existing bulk infrastructure services and
installed processing configurations

04

Increase tin concentrate production from 720 tpa to
2,800 tpa

05

Lithium concentrate production of up to 60,000 tpa
& tantalum concentrate production of 45 tpa

06

Fully permitted

Revenue
> US$100m

NPV
> US$500m
(Inc. sunk capital)
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UIS PHASE 1 EXPANSION

IRR
130%
(70-year LoM)
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01

Circuit upgraded to result in a 76% increase in tin
concentrate throughput

02

XRT Ore sorter to increase feed grade by up to 2 –
4x with full-scale commissioning expected in 2023

03

Lithium and tantalum pilot test work facility
construction in progress. Results to be released in the
coming months

04

Phase 2 Feasibility Study in progress for upscale
production.

05

Discussions with potential off-takers for lithium
concentrate progressing well. Lithium market
studies in progress
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CURRENT WORKSTREAMS
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01
02
03

Phase 2 feasibility studies for
larger-scale 10 Mtpa ROM
operation underway;
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UIS PHASE 2 EXPANSION

16k tpa of tin concentrate
480k tpa of lithium concentrate
320 tpa of tantalum concentrate
Preliminary Economic
Assessment due in Q2 2022
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Highly prospective, polymetallic licence

01

Positive identification of spodumene, a
primary lithium mineral within the B1 and
C1 pegmatites

02

Known tin and tantalum mineralisation

03

Confirmation of historical drill database

04

Target JORC (2012) compliant Mineral
Resource Estimate
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B1C1
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Historic open pit tin and tungsten mine, operated by Goldfields.

01

Polymetallic deposit (tin, tungsten,
copper, gold)

03

Confirmatory drill programme being
mobilised

02

Well suited to pre-concentration via
ore sorting, followed by gravity
separation methods

04

Metallurgical testwork to identify fastest
path to production
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BRANDBERG WEST
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ESG Strategy compilation in Progress

01

Metal producer with Zero Chemical Tailings
waste

02

72% Purchased electricity from grid is
sourced from renewable energy sources

03

Strong Social Licence to Operate

04

Annual Carbon Emissions <9% of Equator
Principles Annual threshold

05

Alignment to ICMM and IFC principles

06

ESG board committee & independent
monthly audits - transparent reporting
driving strong governance
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STRONG ESG
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01

AfriTin ESG Strategy

02

Lithium Test work Results

03

Ore Sorting Test Work Results

04

Lithium Development and Marketing
Strategy

05

Exploration Drilling Results

06

Phase 2 Feasibility Studies
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UPCOMING NEWS FLOW
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REGISTERED OFFICE
PO Box 282
Oak House
Hirzel Street, St Peter Port
Guernsey GY1 3RH

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE |SOUTH AFRICA

CONTACT US
T: +44 207 920 2150
afritin@tavistock.co.uk
info@afritinmining.com

Illovo Edge Office Park
Building 3, 2nd Floor,
5 Harries Road, Illovo
South Africa 2196

REPRESENTATITVE OFFICE | NAMIBIA
4th Avenue East, Number 1
Uis PO Box 30
Erongo, Namibia

2 Park Street
London
W1K 2HX
United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 7907 8500

150 Cheapside
London
EC2V 6ET
United Kingdom
+44 20 7710 7600

Investor Relations – UK
1 Cornhill
London
EC3V 3ND
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 20 7920 3150

